In the context of industrial engineering it is important to integrate efficient computational optimization methods in the product development process. Some of the most challenging simulation based engineering design optimization problems are characterized by: a large number of design variables, the absence of analytical gradient information, highly non-linear objectives and a limited function evaluation budget. Although a huge variety of different optimization algorithms is available, the development and selection of efficient algorithms for problems with these industrial relevant characteristics, remains a challenge. In this communication a hybrid variant of Differential Evolution (DE) is introduced which combines aspects of Stochastic Quasi-Gradient (SQG) methods within the framework of DE, in order to improve optimization efficiency on problems with the previously mentioned characteristics. The performance of the resulting method is compared with other state-of-the-art DE variants on 25 commonly used test functions, under tight function evaluation budget constraints of 1000 evaluations. The experimental results indicate that the proposed method performs particularly good on the "difficult" (high dimensional, multi-modal, inseparable) test functions. The operations used in the proposed mutation scheme, are computationally inexpensive, and can be easily implemented in existing differential evolution or other optimization algorithms by a few lines of program code as an non-invasive optional setting. Besides the applicability of the presented algorithm by itself, the described concepts can serve as a useful and interesting addition to the algorithmic operators in the frameworks of heuristics and evolutionary optimization and computing.
Introduction
The combination of computational optimization with modeling and simulation is becoming increasingly important in the modern development processes of complex engineering products and systems. During the last decades a huge variety of heuristic and meta-heuristic search techniques have been developed [1, 2] and applied to real-world industrial problems [3, 4] . In the quest for product and process efficiency, an important question is: How to select efficient optimization methods for a particular problem? The extension of the conservation law of generalization of performance [5] , and the "no free Lunch" theorems for machine learning to the field of search and optimization [6] , identified that often "generalization is a zero sum enterprise" [5] , and that therefore: the search for a universal best performing optimization algorithm is futile. The still standing challenge is: to develop and identify efficient optimization algorithms for particular optimization problems, or classes of optimization problems, taking in to account the available resources in the context of their application. In this communication we target optimization problems under function evaluation budget constraints, which often occur in the context of industrial optimization problems which involve the simulation responses of complex dynamic systems. Industrial applications are for example: simulation based crashworthiness optimization of vehicle structures [10, 11] , and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) based optimization [7, 8] . The optimization problems of such complex system responses are often characterized by: a large number of design variables, the absence of analytical gradient information, highly non-linear system responses, and computationally expensive function evaluations resulting in a limited function evaluation budget. Budget limited optimization also occur in the context of optimization decomposition approaches [23] . The need to adapt the engineering development and optimization process to products and systems with increasing complexity make the research for efficient optimization algorithms, for non-convex optimization problems, under tight function evaluation constraints of great relevance in engineering [3, 4, 10, 11] .
Although a wide variety of meta-heuristic optimization algorithms is available this study will focus on Differential Evolution (DE) and several of its state-of-the-art variants. In the context of budget limited optimization problems in structural and multidisciplinary optimization, DE was identified and recommended as an efficient algorithm for optimization car-body optimization problems involving crashworthiness responses [9, 10, 11, 12] . DE algorithms are also used for optimization of aircraft engines [7] and Wind turbines [8] .
The original concepts of DE were presented in [13] and [14] . Since then, several variations and improvements of the algorithm have been proposed and applied to optimization problems [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] (see [20, 21] for reviews on DE methods). The optimization algorithm performance comparisons in the literature optimization algorithms are however often w.r.t. algorithm convergence behavior using a large number (hundreds of thousands to millions) of function evaluations. For structural optimization problems which involve computationally expensive simulations, the function evaluation budget is often orders of magnitudes smaller, such that optimization near to the global optimum is often infeasible [10, 22] . When the function evaluation budget strongly constraints the optimization, aspects different from the commonly used optimization performance evaluation criteria are of practical relevance.
In this communication we present a variant of the DE algorithm, by introducing a novel mutation operator inspired by concepts of Stochastic Quasi-Gradient methods [24, 25] . The new hybrid method targets to improve the search efficiency in the setting of optimization under tight function evaluation budget constraints. The performance of the new algorithm is compared with several state-of-the-art DE variants, on a commonly used set of test-functions of various structure and complexity, under budget constraints of 1000 function evaluations.
2
Description of the SQG-DE algorithm
Conceptual description
The objective in the design of heuristic and meta-heuristic optimization algorithms is to obtain a beneficial compromise between efficiency and accuracy (or optimality), taking in to account the available resources. The here presented hybrid method is developed to improve the efficiency of DE for a variety of problem types under strict evaluation budgeted constraints. This is achieved by means of a new mutation operator. While in conventional DE, the mutation operator uses a sum of random vector differences from the DE population, in the new mutation operator the perturbation direction of the new population members are constructed using a weighted sum approach, using the weights dependent of respective fitness differences. This concept for the perturbation directions was inspired by the stochastic quasi gradient estimations used in the SQG method. Whereas SQG obtains gradient estimations from vector differences of small stochastic/random perturbations, in the described method a similar concept is applied to vector differences of the DE population.
Quantitative description
The new hybrid SQG-DE algorithm uses the framework of the conventional original Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm. For the description of the relatively well known DE algorithm we refer to [13, 14] . For the new hybrid method a new mutation operator was developed, which will be described in this section. The new mutation operator was inspired by the Stochastic Quasi-Gradient (SQG) method (initially introduced as: "search by means of statistical gradients"). A detailed description of stochastic quasi gradient methods is given in [25] . For the sake of clarity and briefness the description here is limited to concepts relevant for the new mutation operator. In SQG, the search direction is a gradient approximation based on the following expression for the stochastic gradient of a function ( ) at point :
Where are uniform random perturbation vectors of current trial vector . For a sufficiently large , and sufficiently small values of Δ this approximation converges to the direction of the gradient. SQG is however often applied using significantly smaller than the problem dimension D, thus leading to coarse gradient approximations. Compared to other gradient based methods using finite difference gradient approximations, SQG often however performs surprisingly well on local search problems. The idea of approximating the gradient direction at point , by means finite perturbations of the trial vector , can be generalized to differences between vectors and in a sufficiently small neighborhood of with ‖ − ‖ < , and ‖ − ‖ < by:
The key concept of the proposed hybrid DE method is the extension of this concept for gradient estimation to the application of finding new mutation vectors based on an existing differential evolution population. This extension thus omits the neighborhood constraint on a sufficiently small , and uses the differences between members of the population at a given iteration of a population based algorithm.
The mutation operator for the originally proposed "DE/rand/1/exp" version of DE [13] is determined by:
where are the mutant vectors for the next generation, are target vectors of the current population generation, with mutually exclusive random permutation indices , , , ∈ {1,2, . . , } to population members, in a population of size . The scaling factor ∈ [0,2] controls the amplification or step size of the differential variation. Later DE versions were introduced [14] such as "DE/best/2/bin", in which the mutation operator was based on a sum of more vector differences:
In which is the best member of the population as opposed to a random member as in (3). Combining the previous considerations we introduce the SQG-DE hybrid scheme "SQG-DE/best/w/bin" with the mutation operator defined as:
where , refers to the fitness or function evaluation value corresponding to the target vector as , = ( , ), and is the number of vector pairs used to find the perturbation direction for the mutation operator. To preserve the population self-adaptivity of the DE algorithm, a scaling factor on the perturbation magnitude is included. This factor is chosen as:
In which the denominator normalizes the magnitude of the perturbation direction, while the enumerator scales the perturbation magnitude to a similar magnitude as the mutation operator in the original algorithm (3). The mutation formulation in equation (5) is similar to the original concept of vector differences, with the difference that now a sum of weighted vector differences are used, with a particular choice for the weights. The weights for the vector differences are calculated according to the fitness differences of the corresponding population members, such that in a high dimensional setting, directions with larger directional "differences" are prioritized over directions for which the fitness differences are smaller. Furthermore, for problems in which there are global trend directions, the SQGmutations are statistically biased towards global descend directions. For the mutation operator, parameter values of between 2 and 5 give very satisfactory results, based on our current experience. It should be noted that for very small population sizes, high values of should be avoided to maintain sufficient variance in future populations. Although eqn. (5) is more complex as eqn. (3) only a modest number of scalar and vector operations is required for the new mutation operator, no additional function evaluations are required. The mutation operator can be easily implemented as an optional setting in existing code of DE or other population based optimization algorithm implementations. On request a MATLAB/Octave or other implementation of the algorithm is available from the authors.
A comparison of algorithm performance on a constrained function evaluation budget
To investigate the performance of the new hybrid algorithm, a comparative assessment of SQG-DE, with two of the original DE algorithms, the SQG algorithm, and 5 state-of-the-art DE variants is performed, on a set of 25 test functions, using a budget of maximum 1000 function evaluations.
Algorithms and Test functions
For the comparative assessment the following optimization algorithms are used:
1. DE -original differential evolution "rand/1/bin" [13] 2. DE2 -"best/2/bin" differential evolution [14] 3. jDE -self-adapting differential evolution [ To asses and compare the performance of the different algorithms the 25 test functions of benchmark set presented in [26] were used. Although many more benchmark sets have been developed since, these test functions are widely used in the optimization community (more than 1500 citations at present). The test function set is composed of optimization problems in 4 categories. One of these categories is of particular interest in the context of this work: The 4 th category of "difficult" inseparable complex multimodal rotated functions, of which many are even hard to solve with a large function evaluation budget. Although these functions are usually used in the conventional context of global optimization, without tight function evaluation limits (typical budgets of hundreds of thousands to millions of objective function evaluations), they are also of interest as surrogate-test problems, in the context of algorithm performance assessment for complex industrial problems under tight function evaluation constraints. In this assessment the number of function evaluations per optimization run is constrained to a maximum of 1000. The test functions were evaluated for dimensions 30 and 50. Table  1 gives an overview of the test function descriptions and the problem categories. For a more detailed description of the test functions we refer to the description in [26] . For the comparison the optimization runs of each algorithm were independently repeated with different random seeds for 100 times, for each test function to obtain statistically significant performance results. For all algorithms except SQG the initial population size was set to 100, for all problems and dimension as was also done in previous works [27, 28] . For SQG a "warm" start was provided by choosing the best start point from a pseudo random sample set of equal size as the population size of the other algorithms. 1 With noise in fitness function 2 With the global optimum on the bounds 3 With a narrow basin for the global optimum 4 With a high condition number matrix
Performance measures
A commonly used optimization algorithm performance metric is Expected Running Time (ERT) [29] , which can be defined as:
Where f target is a reference threshold value, T f target is the number of function evaluations to reach an objective value better than f target , T is the maximum number of function evaluations per optimization run, and is the success rate defined as: = N succes N total ⁄ , where N succes is the number of successful runs (where the best obtained objective value is better than f target ). If the experiments result in no successful runs for a particular algorithm such that ( = 0), then expression (7) is undefined, in that case the information available on the ERT is that: ERT( f target ) > T * N total .
ERT can be interpreted as the expected number of function evaluations of an algorithm to reach an objective function threshold for the first time. For the ERT performance measure a threshold or success-criterion is required. For conventional optimization performance studies this criterion is often related to reaching the value of the known global optimum, within a specified tolerance. For the optimization of difficult problems under tight budget constraints the probability of coming close to the global optimum is usually statistically negligible, therefore an alternative success criterion is required. To compare qualitative performance using ETR it is necessary that all compared algorithms meet the success criterion at least a few times. For the optimization performance assessment under tight budget evaluation restrictions we define the success criterion as reaching a target value which corresponds to the expected value of the best objective function value obtained from uniform random sampling with the given function evaluation budget (1000 samples). For a test function we will refer to the expected objective value as . The estimation of is based on the same number of repetitions as is used to measure the performance of the other algorithms (100 in this case). We will refer to the ERT w.r.t. this objective function value limit as Random Sampling Equivalent-Expected Run Time (ERT RSE ). A further (more intuitive) way to compare the performance of the optimization algorithms on the test functions is by means of diagrams on which the Best Function Value (BFV) of the objective functions, is plotted against the number of algorithm iterations or Function evaluations. For the diagrams in the results section, the BFV have been normalized (BNFV) with , for the corresponding test function.
The advantage of these diagrams is that they give an intuitive picture of performance for both, fixedcost, and fixed-target scenarios.
Results Comparison
All test problems in this comparison are minimization problems. Good optimization algorithm performance is thus related to reaching a low BNFV in few function evaluations. For the 50 dimensional problem set, BNFV diagrams comparing the algorithm performance for the 9 algorithms are displayed in Figure 1 . The SQG-DE algorithm ranked as the best algorithm in terms of BNFV performance after 1000 function evaluations in 16 out of the 25 test problems, and was the winner in all of the 10 test problems of the 4 th category (Multi-modal Hybrid composition functions). An overview on algorithm performance in terms of in terms of the ERT RSE for all 30 and 50 dimensional problems is given in Table 2 . An ERT RSE value of for example 300 means that the corresponding algorithms requires 300 function evaluations to obtain a function evaluation better than the threshold, (which was defined as the expected best objective value for 1000 uniform random samples in the problem domain). Table 2 shows that in SQG-DE achieves the best ERT performance in 29 out of the 50 test problems. The new hybrid algorithm performed also with respect to the ERT measure as the best in all of the test problems of the 4 th category. Table 3 provides a summary of algorithm performance in terms of ERT RSE , divided by test function category, and averaged overall performance. The results in Table 3 indicate that, SQG-DE had the best average performance over all test problems, with an ERT of approximately 10% less w.r.t. the second overall best algorithm JADE. More remarkable is that in the 4 th category with the hardest test functions, SQG-DE obtained ERT scores which are about 40% better than the second best algorithm JADE. The results from this benchmark thus indicate that for hard high dimensional multimodal, problems under a tight function evaluation budget the new hybrid algorithm performs significantly better than the original DE, SQG, and the state-of-the-art DE variants tested. the parent algorithms (SQG and DE2 "best/2/bin") indicate a useful synergy effect, which seems ready be exploited to solve complex budget constrained optimization problems, in its present state. However, the remarkable results also call for further activities and investigations, such as: further performance comparisons, implementing the SQG-mutation operator in other DE algorithms (such as those used in the comparison), parameter tuning, self-adaptive parameters, and hybridization of SQG with other population based meta-heuristic algorithms. In this communication the performance and applicability of the method was tested on a benchmark set of 25 test functions. A large variety of other test functions and other benchmarks is available, and further investigations are planned. However since most synthetic test functions are difficult to relate to particular real world problems, further work will focus on systematic performance comparisons using parameterized test functions (such as presented in [30] ), benchmarks based on industrial design optimization applications, and representative surrogate problems [12] .
Conclusions
A new SQG inspired mutation operator is introduced for the framework of DE, resulting in a new hybrid algorithm "SQG-DE". The algorithm is compared with conventional DE and several state-ofthe-art DE variants, w.r.t. optimization performance under strict function evaluation budget constraints. The results of the comparison indicate that the new algorithm excels the other algorithms on average by 10% in overall performance, for all the benchmark functions. The algorithm performs par-ticularly well on high dimensional multi-modal composite test problems, where w.r.t. fixed target performance measures, function evaluation savings of over 40% are achieved. The results are promising, and the displayed optimization efficiency could be of relevance for Industrial real-world problem settings, which involve a strict function evaluation budget. The described mutation operator is computationally inexpensive, easy to implement and could therefore also be used in other population based meta-heuristic optimization approaches. On request, an implementation of the SQG-DE algorithm is available from the authors.
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